Preparation of cultured mammalian cells for transmission and scanning electron microscopy using Aclar film.
Common methods for the preparation of cultured cells for concurrent light microscopy (LM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are not completely satisfactory. This article describes how we grow mammalian cells on plastic disks made from Aclar film. Aclar is a transparent fluorinated-chlorinated thermoplastic that contains no volatile components and is, for all practical purposes, chemically inert. Cells adhere to it readily and remain attached after fixation, dehydration, and critical-point drying or embedding. The film also accepts heavy metal coating by ionic bombardment and is extremely stable in the vacuum of the SEM. LM observations are unhindered by Aclar, since the film is as transparent as glass. Fluorescence microscopy is possible with this film, since it exhibits no detectable autofluorescence. During SEM observation, the film has great dimensional stability, and the cells and heavy metal coating remain attached to the Aclar even under high-resolution operating conditions. TEM processing of specimens grown on Aclar is simplified by the fact that Aclar does not stick to the epoxy resins used in EM. Furthermore, Aclar is easily sectioned and does not damage knives used in ultramicrotomy. The use of Aclar film considerably simplifies the preparation of cultured cells for all types of microscopy. This method is particularly useful in correlating surface features between SEM and TEM observations.